P.O. BOX 3282
Farmington Hills, MI. 48333-3292
August 7, 2009
The End of Life Vehicle Solutions Corporation (ELVS) previously filed a mercury
minimization or recovery plan in your state representing
all of our members, a
group of vehicle manufacturers that produced vehicles that may have contained a
mercury switch. Under each state’s law, manufacturers were allowed to file their
mercury plan either individually or as a group. General Motors Corporation was
included under the ELVS plan.
Following their federally structured bankruptcy, General Motors Company ("new GM")
informed ELVS that it has resigned as a member of ELVS and is not responsible for
mercury switches from older vehicles produced by General Motors Corporation, now
known as Motors Liquidation Company ("old GM"). Old GM has not communicated
with ELVS, and has stopped funding ELVS. We are uncertain as to whether there will
be any funding provided to cover the state mandated costs of collection, recycling,
and bounty payments for General Motors vehicles.
We remain hopeful that in the near future old GM will agree to fund mercury legacy
costs, or that new GM will voluntarily step up to the responsibility. However in the
meantime, because GM’s switch share is 54.34%, ELVS members are unable to
absorb such a large proportion of the bounty costs. Therefore, beginning with the
July bucket returns, ELVS will no longer pay GM’s share of bounty payments to
recyclers.
In states where VINs or Make/Model forms are required when submitting switches to
ELVS, listed GM switches will be deleted from the bounty payment. In states where
segregation of switches based on manufacturer was not permitted, payments will be
reduced according to the GM percentage share. ELVS will maintain records of unpaid
amounts should funding for GM switch bounties be available in the future.
We wish to make it clear; however, that the ELVS Board has agreed to continue to
recycle any GM switches that arrive at our waste contractor in our collection buckets
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as long as funds permit. Therefore, the non-bounty states will see no changes at
this time. At some point, however, if ELVS remains unfunded for the GM costs, we
will no longer be able to accept GM switches for recycling and will adjust our website
and educational materials accordingly.
Once we receive a decision from Motors Liquidation, ELVS will amend our existing
compliance plan in each state. We hope to know soon but wanted to make you
aware of the situation.
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